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Abstract
In this thesis we study a cryptographic primitive called secret commitment schemes.
A secret commitment scheme is an electronic way to temporarily hide a value that
cannot be changed. Such a protocol emulates the following two-stage process. In
Stage 1, one party (called the Sender) locks a message in a box, and sends the locked
box to another party (called the Receiver). In Stage 2, the Sender provides the
Receiver with the key to the box, thus enabling him to learn the original message.
Protocols for secret-commitment are used in many scenarios in cryptography, and
quite a few variants of these schemes were discussed in the literature.
In the thesis we develop a general formal definition of secret commitment schemes
which includes all the different variants as special cases, and demonstrate some basic
properties of these variants. We also describe two constructions of these protocols
which are more efficient than previous ones in the literature. The first construction
is algebraic, and is based on the hardness of integer factorization, and it improves on
previous schemes in that it does not require a complex set-up mechanism. The other
is a more generic construction which is based on message-digest functions and is very
efficient in terms of both communication and computations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
... the opposite of an introduction, my dear Pooh, was a Contradiction;
A.A. Milne / The House At Pooh Corner
1.1 Preface: Information Security and Cryptogra-
phy
In the last two decades we witness an "information revolution". These decades are
characterized by an explosive growth in the availability and use of digital communica-
tion which is rapidly changing the ways we deal with information, and implies many
far reaching effects on the way we live and work. The rapid advances in information
technology which we witness these days offer new and exciting ways to communicate
and interact with each another. Applications like automated telephone services, e-
mail, and on-line databases are already a reality. In the near future we can expect to
see electronic-commerce, video-conferencing and many more applications becoming
widely available. All these new applications can be used to make our lives better, but
at the same time they also pose new threats of being misused or abused. Combating
these threats is the goal of information security.
Because of the immense variety of ways in which information is used (and can be
misused), information security encompasses very many different aspects and scenarios.
These range from the simplest cases with only a single party and no interaction, to the
ever-so-delicate protocols with many parties in different roles and conflicting interests.
A few examples of scenarios where information security is a concern include
* A party may wish to protect its private information from being accessed by
others. For example, a computer user may wish to make sure that its private
files cannot be read or modified by anybody else.
* Two parties may wish to protect an exchange of information between them from
begin accessed by others. For example, two computer users may wish to carry
out an e-mail correspondence in such a way that no one else is able to read it,
and so that they are assured of the integrity of the exchange.
* Even in the case of only two parties, we may have more involved scenarios. For
example, consider an "identification" scenario where Party A tries to establish
the identity of Party B via electronic communication. In this scenario, Party A
needs a way to verify the identity of Party B, while Party B may wish to reveal
as little as possible about itself in the process (e.g., to prevent Party A from
using what it learns in this process in order to impersonate Party B at some
later time). In this scenario, the parties may already have to follow a more
involved protocol, spanning several exchanges of messages.
* Things become even more complicated when there are more than two parties
involved. For example, a typical credit-card transaction may involve four parties
or more (buyer, seller, credit-card company and a few banks), each with a
different set of interests. Such a transaction may span a few separate protocols
(i.e., establishing the relations among all the participants, issuing the credit
card, the transaction itself, and the transfer of funds). An even more complex
example is electronic elections, where the tally has to be computed accurately
without violating the privacy of the voters. This last scenario may potentially
involve millions of users.
Cryptography and Cryptographic Primitives. Roughly speaking, cryptogra-
phy is the algorithmic part of information security. The role of cryptography is to
distill the underlying problems in these real-life scenarios, and to design cryptographic
algorithms and protocols to solve these problems. After two decades of active research,
we now have a wide variety of cryptographic protocols to match the wealth of infor-
mation security needs, ranging from encryption algorithms which protect sensitive
data from being read, to generic protocols for multi-party computations which (in
principle) can be used for complex tasks like electronic elections. Still, cryptogra-
phers keep inventing new protocols, either for solving the same problems in more
efficient ways, or for solving new problems which arise from new applications.
As it turns out, there are several "building-blocks" which are used in a many
different protocols for many different tasks. These building-blocks are called crypto-
graphic primitives. These cryptographic primitives constitute a "bag of tools" which
we can use in the design of many different protocols. This is very much like the way
a steel-door and a lock can be used in a variety of "physical security" settings. Also,
just like a lock can be build in several different ways (e.g., key lock, combination lock,
card reader lock, etc.) these primitives too can typically be implemented in many
different ways.
In this thesis we consider one such primitive, called a secret commitment scheme.
This is a two-party protocol which can be used in some applications, as well as a
building block inside larger cryptographic primitives.
1.2 Secret Commitment
A commitment scheme is a protocol between two parties, called the Sender and the
Receiver. In this protocol, the Sender bound itself to a specific message in front
of the Receiver, so that this message cannot be changed later without the Receiver
knowing it. Clearly, one way to achieve this commitment is by having the Sender
send the message itself to the Receiver. There are, however, situations where the
message should be kept (temporarily) secret from the Receiver. Bounding the Sender
to the message without revealing it to the Receiver is the goal of a secret commitment
scheme.
It is a useful to think of a secret commitment scheme as emulating, by means of
a protocol, the process of delivering a secret message to the Receiver in a locked box:
Once the Receiver has the box, it is assured that the Sender cannot change the secret
message in it, but the Sender is assured that the Receiver does not know the secret
message yet. At some later time, the Receiver may be given the key to the box, and
then it can open it and read the secret message in it.
A secret commitment protocol can therefore be viewed as comprised of two phases.
The first phase - called the Commit phase - emulates the delivery of the locked box.
When this phase is completed successfully, the Sender can not change the secret
message any more, but the Receiver still can not read it. The second phase - called
the De-commit phase emulates the delivery of the key. The Receiver can now open
the box, verify that it indeed contains some message, and read this message.
Two Naive Attempts
To gain some intuition to the notion of secret commitment protocols, it may be useful
to look at the following two simple constructions which seem to be doing "more or less
what we need". As we explain below, however, none of these constructions actually
achieves the security goals which we require from a secret commitment protocol.
Using Message-Digest Functions. A message-digest function is a function which takes
as input a string of arbitrary length and produces as output a "digest" of some fixed
length. The useful property of these functions is that it is typically very hard to find
two different input strings which map to the same digest. Message-digest functions
(such as SHA-1 [14] and RIPEMD-160 [13]) are used in may applications, and quite
a few constructions of such functions are discussed in the literature (see [36] for a
comprehensive discussion about these functions).
A conceivable way to use a message-digest function for secret commitment is to
have the sender apply this function to its secret message and send the digest to the
Receiver in the Commit phase. This way, the Sender is bound to its secret message
since it is hard for it to find another string with the same digest, but the Receiver
cannot get the secret message yet since it is "scrambled" via the message-digest
function. In the de-commit phase the Sender sends the secret message itself to the
Receiver, who can check that an application of the function to the string yields the
right digest.
Although "reasonable" at first sight, the above construction is in fact not secure
enough.' First, it is not at all clear that the message-digest function indeed scrambles
the secret message so as to prevent the Receiver from understanding it. Moreover, it is
clear that upon receiving the output of the function, the Receiver may dismiss possible
candidate messages from consideration by checking that applying the function to them
yields a different output. Thus, if there is a fairly small set of possible messages to
begin with, the Receiver can find the right one by means of elimination. We stress
that since we view secret commitment protocols as cryptographic primitive, we must
ensure that they work in any application (e.g., even if only a single bit in the secret
message is not known to the Receiver).
Using One-Way Permutations. Another construction can be obtained by using one-
way permutations. A one-way permutation is a permutation over some domain (i.e.,
a function from the domain to itself which is one-to-one and onto), which is easy to
compute but hard to invert. Namely, given the input to the function if is easy to
figure out what the output is, but given the output is is very hard to find the input.
If the set of possible secret messages is contained in the domain of a one-way
permutation, we may try to get a secret commitment by having the Sender apply
the permutation to its string and send the output to the Receiver in the commit
phase. The Sender is now bound to its secret since there is no other string which
yields the same output. Notice that this is somewhat different than the previous
construction, where the Sender is only bound to its secret as long as it cannot perform
some computational task (namely finding two strings with the same digest). On the
other hand, the Receiver cannot deduce the secret from the commitment since the
'Nevertheless, we show in Chapter 5 how this simple scheme can be fixed to yield a secure and
efficient secret commitment protocol.
permutation is hard to invert. As before, in the de-commit phase the Sender sends
the secret itself to the Receiver, who can check that an application of the permutation
to it yields the right output.
In terms of secrecy, this scheme suffers from similar drawbacks as the previous
one. Although the permutation may be hard to invert, it may very well "leak" some
information about the secret. Moreover, we still have the problem that the Receiver is
able to eliminate potential secrets from consideration by checking that an application
of the one-way permutation to them yields the wrong output.
1.3 Applications of Secret Commitment
Secret Commitment plays an important role in the design of cryptographic protocols.
Below we describe a few of their most important applications
Time Stamping. In many communication scenarios, there is a need for time-
stamping mechanism, in which a "certification server" certifies the arrival time of
documents. Possible examples of such scenarios include bidding for a contract (where
all the bids must arrive by some specified deadline), problem-solving contests (where
the first solution wins a prize), etc. In some of these scenarios we may need to keep
the contents of the documents secret from the certification server. For example, when
bidding for a contract, we may not trust the recipient to keep the bid from leaking
to the competitors. (Alternatively, even if do we trust the certification server itself,
we may not have a secure channel on which to send the document.)
A good way to use the certification server while keeping the documents secret is
to have the server certify commitments for the documents (i.e., the box from above)
instead of the documents themselves. Since the commitment bounds the Sender to
its document, a time-stamp on the commitment is as good as a time-stamp on the
document itself. At the same time, since we use a secret commitment, it does not
reveal the contents of this document.
Ensuring Randomness. Just about every cryptographic protocol uses randomness
to achieve security. Namely, the security of the parties in the protocol relies on the
premise that some strings of bits which are used in the protocol were "chosen at
random". Perhaps the simplest example is when two parties exchange a secret key
which is to be used for encrypting future communication between them. When using
this key, both parties rely on the premise that this key is "chosen at random" and
therefore cannot be guessed by an outsider. The question then arises - how to pick
these strings so that both parties can be assured of their randomness?
Using secret commitment as a mean of ensuring randomness was the first example
in the literature of the use of secret commitment inside a larger primitive. It was
shown by Blum [4] (and also in Blum-Micali [5]) how to use secret commitment in
a protocol for "tossing coins over the phone". The idea in this protocol is that each
party can pick its own random string, and the string which is used is the bitwise
exclusive-or of the two strings. The only problem here is how to let the parties tell
each other about their strings, without giving one of them the ability to determine
its string only after seeing the string of the other. Here is where we use secret
commitment. First, each party commits to its string. Only after this commitment
is completed, the parties go on to exchange their strings. This way, we can be sure
that the choices of the two strings are made independently, and thus - the outcome
is random as long as at least one of the parties choose its string at random.
Zero-Knowledge Proofs. Zero-knowledge proofs, introduced by Goldwasser Mi-
cali and Rackoff in [21] are protocols between two parties, in which one party (the
Prover) convinces the other (the Verifier) of the validity of some assertion, without re-
vealing any information about how to prove this assertion. Zero-knowledge protocols
- in turn - are used in many cryptographic settings.
Though it is not intuitively clear how secret commitment can be useful for such
proofs, Goldreich, Micali and Wigderson demonstrated in [19], that secret commit-
ment can be used to prove any NP type assertion in zero-knowledge. The same
paradigm was employed by Brassard, Chaum and Crepeau in the slightly different
setting of argument systems [1, 2].
1.4 Security Guarantees of Secret Commitment
A protocol for secret commitment must satisfy two requirements, corresponding to the
security needs of the two parties involved. The secrecy requirement is that the Receiver
cannot read the secret message before the de-commit phase, and the commitment
requirement is that the Sender cannot alter the contents of the secret message after
the commit phase. Each of these requirements can be satisfied either computationally
(i.e., under the assumption that some computational task is infeasible for one of the
parties), or unconditionally (i.e., without any such assumptions).
To demonstrate the difference between these notions, recall the two naive examples
from above. In the first example (using message digest) the commitment requirement
was satisfied only as long as the Sender was not able to find two strings with the same
digest. However, since there exist many different strings with the same digest, then
we must rely on the assumption that the Sender is unable to find two such strings. In
the second example (using one-way permutations), no such assumption is necessary
since the function we use is one-to-one and thus - for any output value there exists
only one string which yields this output value. When we must make assumptions
on the computational ability of the parties, we refer to these assumptions as the
computational assumptions underlying the security of the protocol.
It is easy to see - and we prove it in Chapter 3 - that no protocol can have both
unconditional commitment and unconditional secrecy. There are, however, construc-
tions which achieve unconditional secrecy, and others which achieve unconditional
commitment.
1.4.1 Deciding on Security Guarantees
A few aspects should be considered when deciding which type of secret commitment
to use for a particular application.
1. In some applications, one of the parties has considerably more computing power
than the other. If the strong party is the Sender then there is an advantage
in using unconditionally committing protocol, and if the strong party is the
Receiver then there is an advantage in using unconditionally secret commitment.
When doing this, we can sometimes work with smaller security parameters, since
the computational assumption which we make is that some task is infeasible for
the weak party. Therefore, we may be able to obtain more efficient schemes
without compromising security.
2. In some application we may care more about the security of one party than
about the security of the other (e.g., say that violating the secrecy causes only
a slight discomfort to the Sender, while violating the commitment may cause a
significant harm to the Receiver). In this case, we may choose a commitment
scheme in which breaking the underlying assumption only effects the interests
of the "less important" party.
3. In some settings, it may be sufficient to guarantee the security of one party only
for a limited time. As an example for this scenario, consider a setting in which
many participants submit secrets documents to a competition, in which a single
"winner" is chosen. Then, only the winner is required to reveal its document.
Since the winner is announced soon after the submission of the secrets, then
the participants do not have much time to try and violate the commitment
requirement. On the other hand, we would like the secrets of the losers to
remain secret "forever".
When this happens, it makes sense to choose a commitment scheme so that
the party whose security should be guaranteed for a longer time is protected
unconditionally, and the other party is only protected computationally. For
instance, in the example above we may wish to use an unconditionally secret
commitment. This may also enable us to use a smaller security parameter, since
the Senders has only very little time to try and break the commitment.
4. There are theoretical applications in which one must use one type of commit-
ment schemes or the other to yield the desired result. For instance, in the
zero-knowledge proofs for NP [19], one must use unconditionally binding com-
mitments, while obtaining prefect zero-knowledge arguments for NP requires
unconditionally secret commitment [1, 2, 26, 31].
1.5 Communication Models
Recall that a secret commitment is a protocol between two parties, the Sender and
the Receiver. In a construction of such commitment, therefore, we must take into
account the ways these parties can interact with each other. There are several possible
communication models which we can consider. A few such models are described next.
1. Interactive model. In this model, both the Sender and the Receiver remain
on-line throughout the protocol and can freely interact with each other. In
this scenario, both the Commit and De-commit phases may consist of several
messages which are sent back and forth between the parties.
2. Non-interactive model. In this model, the Receiver only operates off-line, and
thus cannot send messages to the Sender. This means that both phases of the
protocol consist only of messages sent from the Sender to the Receiver. (In fact,
we can view each phase as consisting of a single message from the Sender to the
Receiver.)
A protocol which can be implemented in this model may be preferable to a
protocol which requires interaction even in cases where the Receiver is capable
of interacting with the Sender, since eliminating the need for interaction may
make such a protocol more efficient and easier to implement. However, as we
show in Section 3.4, there are settings where such protocols simply do not exist.
3. Non-interactive model with initialization phase. This model is somewhere in be-
tween the previous two models, in that it only allows a limited form of interac-
tion. Specifically, in this model we have an additional phase before the Commit
and De-commit phases, called the Initialization phase, where a few "system
parameters" are determined. For example, in a protocol which is based on the
assumption that factoring is hard, the Initialization phase can be used to choose
a random composite number (which is then assumed to be hard to factor).
We stress that these system parameters are set independently of the secret
message which is committed to (i.e., we can think of the Initialization phase as
taking place before the Sender has any secret to commit to). After these system
parameters are set we require that the Commit and De-commit phases be non-
interactive (but both the Sender and the Receiver can use the system parameters
which were set in the initialization phase). Within this model, there are a few
variants, depending on how the initialization phase can be implemented.
(a) Initialization by a Trusted Party. In this scenario there is a randomized algo-
rithm for generating the system parameters, and there is a third party which is
trusted to run this algorithm and send the results to both the Sender and the
Receiver.
(b) Interactive Initialization. In this scenario there is no trusted party, but the
Sender and the Receiver can interact in order to generate the system parameters.
The initialization algorithm from above is thus replaced with an interactive two
party protocol. The Sender and Receiver execute the initialization protocol
first, and each of them keep its state between the Initialization and the other
phases.
We stress again that this model is different than the model of interactive com-
mitment, since the Initialization phase is independent of any secret message,
and thus can be carried out ahead of time. The Commit and De-commit phases
themselves are non-interactive.
Note that any protocol which can be implemented in this model can also be
implemented in the trusted party model (by having the trusted party run the
protocol with itself and send the results to Sender and the Receiver).
(c) Initialization with a Public Directory. In this model the Sender and Receiver
cannot interact in the initialization, and there is no trusted party either. In-
stead, there is a public directory service which is only trusted to keep values
which are sent to it by the parties and to make them publicly available. In
the Initialization phase, the parties can therefore deposit some values in the
directory service, and they later can retrieve each other's values for use in the
Commit and De-commit phases.2
Most of the efficient secret commitment protocols (including the two in Chap-
ters 4 and 5) work in this model. Typically, in these protocols only the Receiver
deposits a value to the directory, and both parties use this value in the other
phases. Also, it is clear that any protocol which can be implemented in this
model can also be implemented in any of the two previous models.
1.6 Efficiency of Secret Commitment
As for any other protocol, there are three important resources to consider when de-
signing commitment schemes, namely interaction, communication, and computation.
1. Interaction. Protocols are typically interactive because their parties communi-
cate by exchanging messages back and forth. As we discussed above, however,
there are cases where interaction is simply not possible, and even when it is
possible - it may be very expensive. Therefore, it is preferable to have non-
interactive schemes, or at least schemes with as little interaction as possible.
2. Communication and State. Another important resource in a protocol is the
number of bits sent by the parties. In a commitment scheme, we measure
the number of bits against the length of the secret message and the security
parameter. Also, in a multi-phase protocol we may want to minimize the size
of the state that the parties need to maintain between the different phases. We
2In reality, implementing such a directory service involves many complex constraints and re-
quirements. In this thesis we ignore all these issues, as they are not directly relevant to secret
commitment.
therefore would like to obtain schemes in which the number of communicated
bits and state bits is as low as possible.
3. Computation. A third important resource is the amount of (local) computation
that the parties need to spend during the protocol. Clearly, we want protocols
which require as little effort as possible from the parties.
(We stress that the computational efficiency objective is totally unrelated to the
computational assumptions which we make on the parties. The later deals with
the amount of effort it takes a "cheating party" to violate the security of the
other party, while the former deals with the amount of effort it takes a honest
party to execute its role in the protocol.)
1.7 Previous Work
Many protocols for secret commitment were discussed in the literature. We review
these protocols below, and briefly describe their properties. In the discussion below
we separate these protocols according to their security guarantees. In Table 1.1 we
sketch some properties of protocols in the literature, as compared to the ones which
we present in this thesis.
1.7.1 Protocols with Unconditional Secrecy
Many of the protocols in the literature which offer unconditional secrecy and com-
putational commitment are based on number-theoretic constructions. The first such
protocol was suggested by Blum [4], who described a secret commitment protocol
for one bit, where the underlying computational assumption is that the Sender is
not capable of factoring large integers. Blum's scheme calls for one or two modular
multiplications and a k-bit commit string for every bit which is being committed to
(where k is the size of the composite modulus).
A more efficient construction, which is based on the same computational assump-
tion, is implicit in the work of Goldwasser, Micali and Rivest [22]. Their claw-free
permutation-pairs enables one to commit to long secrets using about the same amount
of local computation as in Blum's scheme, but to send only a k-bit commit string,
regardless of the length of the secret. A similar construction was described explicitly
in [1, 2] 3 . The GMR-based construction was used since then in many other works
(e.g. [3, 7, 10]).
One common problem of both the above constructions, however, is that they rely
on composite numbers of a special form (i.e., product of two primes which are both
congruent to 3 mod 4). Thus they require a special initialization procedure in which
these special-form numbers are established. It should be noted that we can not let
any of the parties pick these numbers on its own, since the security of both parties
depend on the proper choice of the numbers. We also note that there is no known
algorithm which lets the other party check that a given composite number is of the
right form (although it is easy to check that the composite number is congruent to
1 mod 4, it is not known how to verify that it is indeed a product of exactly two
primes). In Chapter 4 we describe a protocol which eliminates this problem.
Several other constructions are based on the computational assumption that the
Sender in not capable of of extracting discrete-logarithms. In particular, [2] also
show how to use claw-free permutation-pairs which are based on the hardness of the
discrete-log problem for secret commitment. This construction, however, requires one
modular exponentiation per bit in the secret. Pedersen [33] and Chaum, van-Heijst
and Pfitzmann [7], described a construction in which the Sender can commit to a
secret of length k (where k is the size of the prime modulus) by performing two
modular exponentiations and sending a k-bit commit string.
There were also a few constructions of secret commitment protocols using more
generic computational assumptions. Naor, Ostrovsky, Venkatesan and Yung [31] de-
scribed a construction which can use any one-way permutation. Their scheme calls
for 2k rounds of communication and one application of the one-way permutation for
each bit which is being committed to. Finally a construction that uses message-digest
3The description in [1, 2] is stated in terms of a commitment to a single bit, but it can easily be
generalized to allow committing to many bits.
functions (which is somewhat similar to the first "naive example" from above) was
first mentioned by Naor and Yung in [30], and was later improved by Damg&rd, Ped-
ersen, Pfitzmann [12] and by Halevi and Micali [24]. This protocol is described in
Chapter 5. It calls for one application of the digest function to the secret and has a
commit string of size k (where k is the security parameter) regardless of the secret
length.
1.7.2 Protocols with Unconditional Commitment
A protocol for secret commitment which achieve computational secrecy and uncondi-
tional commitment (which is somewhat similar to the second "naive example" from
above) was first presented in [5]. Although it was described in terms of the discreet
logarithm problem, it can in fact use any one-way permutation. This protocol uses
hard-core bits of any one-way permutation and requires one application of the one-
way permutation for each bit which is being committed to. This scheme is described
in [17, Construction 6.21]. In [29], Naor presented another construction which can
be implemented using any pseudo-random generator (or, equivalently, any one-way
function [25]). In the commit phase of Naor's scheme, the Sender generates a pseu-
dorandom string of length linear in the length of the secret and sends a string of the
same length to the Receiver.
1.8 Contributions of this Thesis
In this thesis we develop further the notion of secret commitment. The contribution
of this thesis is two fold.
Formulation. In Chapter 3 we give a formal and general definition for the notion
of secret commitment, and discuss a few subtleties in these definitions. Although
several definitions of secret commitment can be found in the literature, none of them
is general enough so as to capture all the different variants of this notion (in particular,
none of these definitions includes the notion of an Initialization phase).
Constructions. In Chapters 4 and 5 we describe constructions of secret commitment
protocols which have some advantages over previous ones. Specifically, in Chapter 4
we show how to construct a protocol which uses the Goldwasser-Micali-Rivest permu-
tation pairs to obtain unconditional secrecy and computational commitment, under
the assumption that the Sender cannot factor large composite integers. The advan-
tage of our construction over previous ones is in the Initialization phase. The security
of previous scheme rely on the use of composite integers whose prime factorization is
unknown to the Sender, but for which it is known that this prime factorization is of
a special form. Therefore, an interactive Initialization phase is required in order to
convince the Sender that the prime factorization is of the right form without actually
revealing it. Our protocol is unique in that the form of these composite integers does
not effects the security of the Sender, so they can be selected by the Receiver. Thus,
the interactive initialization is not needed.
In Chapter 5 we present another construction for secret commitment protocol
which can use any message-digest function. This construction obtain unconditional
secrecy and computational commitment, under the assumption that the Sender can-
not find two different strings with the same digest. This construction is very efficient
in terms of interaction, communication and computation. It is essentially the same
as the construction in [12], but we provide a more direct proof of security for it.
Committing to an n-bit string with security-parameter k
Protocols with Unconditional Secrecy
computational #-rounds in length of
the scheme assumption Commit-phase commit-string computation Initialization
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
Pooh looked at his two paws. He knew that one of them was the right, and
he knew that when you had decided which one of them was the right, then
the other one was the left, but he never could remember how to begin.
A.A. Milne / The House At Pooh Corner
2.1 Basic Notations and Definitions
Throughout this thesis, the set of non-negative integers is denoted by Z +. For any
non-negative integer k E Z + , we denote by {0, i}k the set of binary-strings of length
k, and by {0, 1 } - k the set of binary-strings of length at most k. We use {0, 11* to
denote the set of all finite-length binary strings.
The notation I- I is used in three different standard ways which can easily be
distinguished by the context: For a binary string s E {0, 1}*, we denote by Isi the
number of bits in s. For a finite set S, we denote by ISI the number of elements in
S. Finally, if x is a real number then IxI denotes the absolute value of x.
Distributions and statistical difference. A probability distribution (or just a
distribution) over a countable set S is a function D : S -+ [0, 1] for which
E D(s) = 1 (2.1)
sES
The support set of a distribution D is the set of elements s E S for which D(s) > 0.
If D 1, D 2 are two distributions over S, the statistical difference between D1 and D 2,
denoted ID1 - D211, is defined as
|IID - D2 11 IDi(s) - D2(s)l (2.2)
sES
We note that for any two distributions D 1, D 2, we always have 0 < IJDI - D211 L 1.
Syntax for probabilistic experiments. In the sequel we denote by a +- D the
experiment in which we pick a according to the distribution D. Sometimes we also
write a +- S (where S is a set) to denote picking a uniformly at random from the set
S. For a predicate p( ... ), we use the syntax
Pr
a,1  D1
a 2 +- D2
p(al,a 2,. ..
to denote the probability of the event in which we first pick al from D1, then a2 from
D2 , and so on, and in which at the end the ai's chosen this way happen to satisfy the
predicate p. In the simple case where the experiment consists of picking one element
from one distribution, we use either of the notations
Pr or Pr[p(D)] or Pr [p(a)]
[p(a) j a.-D
These notations are used interchangeably, depending on which looks more natural in
a certain context.
2.2 Algorithms and Protocols
A probabilistic algorithm is an algorithm which is given - in addition to the usual
input - a string of uniformly and independently chosen bits. For any input, the
random choice of these bits induces a probability distribution over the behavior of
the algorithm. This string of bits is often called the random tape of A. If A is a
probabilistic algorithm and x is a possible input for this algorithm, then we denote
by A(x) the distribution over the possible outputs of A, which is induced by running
A on input x. (Below we assume that A halts on any input and any random tape.
This would be true for all the algorithm which are of interest to us in this thesis.)
A probabilistic interactive algorithm can be viewed as a (standard) probabilistic
algorithm A which is run over and over again, retaining its state from one execution
to the next. Every time after A produces an output, it is given a new input and then
it is executed again from its current state, until it produces its next output.' We call
each execution of A in this process a communication round. We view the first input
to A in this process as its "real input" and the rest of the inputs as the messages
which A receives during this execution. The last output of A is considered to be its
"real output" and the other outputs are the messages which A sends.
We describe a two-party protocol by an ordered pair of probabilistic interactive
algorithms (A, B). If (A, B) is a protocol and x, y are possible inputs for A and B,
respectively, then we use the notation {A(x) +-+ B(y)} to denote the distribution over
the possible outputs which is induced by running the protocol (A, B) when A is given
input x and B is given input y. The notation
(a,) f A(x) - B(y))
describes the experiment in which we run the protocol (A, B) on inputs (x, y), and
then denote the output of A by a and the output of B by /.
1There should also be some syntax for termination: say that this process ends when A produces
an output which ends in the special symbol -d. We ignore this matter from here on.
Don't-care values. In some cases we are only interested in the output value of one
of the parties in a protocol. In these cases we denote the output of the other party
by 'Y'. For example, if s is some binary string, then the expression
{A(x) + B(y)} = (*, s)
denotes the event in which we run the protocol (A, B) on inputs (x, y) and the output
of B happens to be s. That is, the output of A in this experiment is ignored.
Transcripts of protocols. If (A, B) is a protocol and (x, y) are inputs to this
protocol, then a transcript of an execution of (A, B) on (x, y) is a sequence which
consists of all the messages that were sent between the parties in this execution. We
denote by trans{A(x) +- B(y)} the distribution over the possible transcripts which
is induced by running the protocol (A, B) on inputs (x, y).
If t is any sequence of messages, A is an interactive algorithm and x is an input,
we say that t is consistent with A(x) if there exists an execution of A(x) (with some
partner) which generates the transcript t. Namely, if there exist an algorithm B and
an input y so that the distribution trans{A(x) + B(y)} assigns non-zero probability
to t. (We note that this is equivalent to the condition that there exists some choice
r of random tape of A such that if A is run on input x and random tape r, and if in
each communication round i, A is given the 2i'th message in t, then it produces in
that round the 2i + 1'st message in t.)
Multi-phase protocols. As we explained in the Introduction, sometimes we log-
ically view a protocol as consisting of a few phases, where each of these phases ac-
complishes a certain task. In order to talk about multi-phase protocols, we view
each phase as a protocol by itself, and the combined protocol is then viewed as a
composition of all these phase protocols. A sequence of protocols (A 1, B1), (A2 , B2 ),
(A 3, B 3), ... are composed into one protocol by giving the output of each party in
the i'th protocol to the same party in the i + 1'st protocol. We denote an execution
of this protocol on inputs (x, y) by
(a1, 1) <- {Al(x) -+ Bi(y)}
(a2, #2) - {A 2(aX) 1 B2(0
(a3, 03) A3- {A 3(a2) B32)
When considering a multi-phase protocol, we sometimes give an input value to a
party at an intermediate phase of the protocol. For this we use a similar syntax to
the above. For example, if (A 1, B 1) and (A 2, B 2) are two phases of a protocol and
x, y, z are inputs strings, then the notation
(a• , * ) +- {A (x) + B (y)}
(a2 , #2) (- { C(C 1 ) +- D(z)}
describes the experiment in which we first run protocol (A 1 , B 1) on inputs (x, y), and
denote the outputs of A, by a,, and then run protocol (A 2, B2 ) on inputs (a,, z), and
denote the output of the parties by (a 2 , /2).
When we use this notation, we sometimes stress the difference between pre-
specified parameters (such as x, y, z above) and the random outcomes in the exper-
iment (such as al, a 2 , #2 above), by denoting the non-random parameters by small
English letters and the random outcomes by small Greek letters.
Polynomial-time algorithms. An algorithm A is Probabilistic Polynomial- Time
(PPT) if there exists some polynomial Q : Z + - Z + such that for any input string
x E {0, 1}*, the running-time of A on x is always less than Q(Ixl).
An interactive algorithm is said to be PPT if there exists a polynomial as above
which bounds the running time of A in each communication round. Namely, for any
input x and sequence of messages mi, m2,..., the running time of A in the i'th round
is always less than Q(Ixl).
2.3 Security
In most cryptographic protocols, there is always a slight chance that a "cheating
party" will be able to compromise the security of the other party (e.g., by being
very lucky and guessing the secret held by the other party). Thus, the goal in most
protocols is not to make cheating impossible, but only to make the probability of
cheating very small. We quantify what "very small" means via the notions of security-
parameter and negligible functions. These are discussed next.
Negligible functions. We say that a function f : Z + - [0, 1] is negligible if as k
gets larger, f(k) goes to zero faster than any fixed polynomial in 1/k. Formally,
Vc > 0 3k, E Z + so that Vk > ke, f(k) < k-c (2.3)
Security-parameter. A security parameter in a cryptographic protocol is simply
an integer that is used in the protocol to denote the required "level of security".
The behavior of the parties in the protocol may depend on the value of the security
parameter (typically, this value determines the length of the cryptographic keys that
are used by the parties). Formally, the security parameter is given as input to the
parties in the cryptographic protocol. This security parameter is encoded in unary
(so the security-parameter k E Z + is denoted by lk), and the parties are allowed to
work in time which is polynomial in this security parameter.
The "cheating probability" in such protocol is considered to be small enough if
it is negligible in the security parameter which is used by the parties. Usually, such
protocols can only guarantee this small "cheating probability" as long as the the
length of the other inputs of the parties is polynomial in the security parameter.
Computational assumptions. As we explained in the Introduction, the security
guarantees of cryptographic protocols may depend on the assumptions which we make
on the computational power of the parties. Notice that when we deal with a "cheating
party", we typically have no knowledge about the algorithm which this "cheating
party" uses. Instead, we may only have some bound on the computational resources
which are available for it. We therefore want to guarantee that the probability of
cheating using these bounded resources (in any way) is low enough.
We formalize the notion of bounded resources using the notion of complexity
classes of algorithm. We consider a class C of all the algorithms which only use
some bounded resources, and allow a cheating party to pick any algorithm from this
class. We formalize our security guarantee by saying that any algorithm from this
class has only very low probability of cheating. In this thesis, the only classes of
algorithm which we consider are the class of all the algorithms, and the class of PPT
algorithms.2
Complexity conjectures vs. computational assumptions. It is worth stress-
ing the difference between the computational assumptions discussed above and the
complexity conjectures which we sometimes rely on when proving security of proto-
cols. A complexity conjecture is a mathematical assertion of the form "no algorithm
in class C can solve problem X" (e.g., "no PPT algorithm can factor large integers
with non-negligible probability"). Such a conjecture is either true or false (and the
reason we call it a conjecture is because as of today, we still do not know which is
the case). On the other hand, the computational assumptions from above assert that
a party in a protocol belong to some complexity class. This assertion does not have
a well-defined truth value, since it depends on the specific application in which this
protocol is used.
To further clarify this distinction, assume that we have a protocol which is secure
as long as one of the parties cannot factor large integers (such a protocol is described
in Chapter 4). Assume now that we were able to prove the conjecture that no PPT
algorithm can factor large integers with non-negligible probability. Notice now that
even in this case, to argue that the protocol is secure for a specific application we still
need to make the computational assumption that this party is bounded to probabilistic
2The definitions in the thesis also make sense for any other "reasonable" complexity classes (as
long as the running time is restricted to be sub-exponential in the security parameter).
polynomial time. (For example, this party might still be able to violate the security
if using a "quantum-computer" [39], assuming such computers are at all possible.)
Auxiliary-inputs and non-uniformity. When a protocol is used in a larger en-
vironment (e.g., as a sub-protocol inside some larger protocol), this environment may
contain details which are not used by this particular algorithm or protocol, but are
still available for the parties running this protocol. Note that although the honest
parties does not use these details, a "cheating party" may try to use them to break
the scheme. For example, when using a secret commitment protocol inside a larger
protocol, the parties may have some history at the point where the secret commitment
protocol is involved. This history may include such details as previous commitments
to other secret messages, cryptographic keys which are used for other parts of the
larger protocol, etc. It makes sense, therefore, to strengthen the security guarantees
of the protocol so that they still hold even if the parties try to use these additional
details. Syntactically, we represent these details as additional inputs - called auxiliary
inputs - which are available for the algorithms used by a "cheating party".
If the environment in which this protocol is used is very complex, or if this envi-
ronment is not specified, then we may want to claim that the security guarantees hold
for all auxiliary inputs. This forces us to view the algorithms used by the "cheating
party" as non-uniform ones: A non-uniform algorithm can be viewed in this context
as an algorithm which is given a fixed auxiliary input string, which is independent
of all the other inputs to the protocol, except the security parameter. (Equivalently,
non-uniform algorithms can be formulated via the notion of sequences of boolean
circuits. See for example [32, Section 11.4].)
Chapter 3
Definitions
... it is a thing which you can easily explain twice before anybody knows
what you are talking about.
A.A. Milne / The House At Pooh Corner
In this chapter we define formally the notion of a commitment scheme, and show how
variants of secret commitment fit within the framework of the general definition. We
also demonstrate a few basic properties of these variants.
(We note that although these scheme should probably be called secret commitment
schemes - since they have elements of secrecy, as well as commitment - they are
traditionally called just commitment schemes, so from now on we stick to this notion.)
3.1 Syntax and Validity
Syntactically, a commitment scheme is combined of three two-party protocols. Below
we refer to the parties in these protocols as Sender and Receiver, and we call the
protocols themselves Initialization phase, Commit phase and De-commit phase.
In the Initialization phase both parties are given the same input, which is the
security parameter of the system, encoded in unary (we denote this by 1k). The
parties maintain a state between the Initialization and the Commit phase, which (as
stated in Chapter 2) is represented by having the parties output this state at the end
of Initialization phase and use it as an input to the commit phase.
In addition to this state, in the Commit phase the Sender is also given another
input (denoted by m), which is the secret message to be committed to. As usual, to
maintain a state between the Commit and De-commit phase, the parties output their
state at the end of the Commit phase and use it as an input in the De-commit phase.
Finally, at the end of the De-commit phase the Receiver either outputs a string
(which is supposedly the secret message of the Sender), or outputs the special symbol
I (meaning that the commitment was not opened correctly).
In the sequel, we sometimes refer to the states of the Sender and the Receiver after
the Initialization phase as the system parameters, the state of the Receiver after the
Commit phase as the commit string, and the state of the Sender after the Commit
phase as the de-commit string.
The Validity Condition. Before we can even start talking about security, we first
need to make sure that if all the parties are honest, then after the De-commit phase
the Receiver is able to learn the secret message. This is captured by the following
definition.
Definition 1 Let (Is, IR), (Cs, CR), (Ds, DR) be three protocols, where all the algo-
rithms involved are PPT. We say that these protocols comprise a commitment scheme
if the following requirement hold
Validity: For every k E Z + and every m E {0, 1}*,
(Ps, Pr) {Is(lk +-+ IR(lk)}
(7,, 7,) -- {Cs(ps,m) +-+ CR(PT)
(,, o) - {Cs(,) + CR(r,)}
m= a
= 1 (3.1)
We note that Definition 1 says nothing about the security of the secret-commitment
scheme. This is discussed next.
Pr
3.2 Defining Security
3.2.1 Towards a Definition
The semantics of a secret commitment should ensure that after the Commit phase
the Receiver does not know anything about the secret message yet, but the Sender
can not change it anymore. The definition of what it means for the Receiver "not to
know anything about m", and for the Sender "not to be able to alter m" depends
on the assumptions which we make on the computational power of the parties, which
we formalize using the notion of complexity classes of algorithms (as was explained
in Section 2.3). Below we describe the security guarantees in a somewhat informal
manner, leaving the exact definition to Subsections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
Security guarantees. Let Cs, CR be two classes of algorithms, and let (Is, IR),
(Cs, CR), (Ds, DR), be protocols which comprise a commitment scheme. We say that
this commitment scheme is secure against Sender in Cs and Receiver in CR, if they
satisfy two requirements, which we term Secrecy and Commitment.
Secrecy: The secrecy requirement tells us that for any two strings mi, m2, no algorithm
from the class CR (which may be employed by a "cheating Receiver") can distinguish
between a commitment to mi and a commitment to m2 , except with probability
which is negligible in the security parameter.
To make this formal, we fix any two strings mi, m2, and consider the experiments
in which we first run the initialization phase and when run the Commit protocol
either with mi or with m2. The "cheating Prover" is given ml,m2 and it tries to
guess whether this was a commitment to mi or to m 2. The secrecy requirement
asserts that for any mi, m2 (of length polynomial in the security parameter), the
advantage of the Receiver in guessing is only negligible in the security parameter.
Commitment: The commitment guarantee of a commitment scheme tells us that no
algorithm from the class Cs (which may be employed by a "cheating Sender") can first
execute the Initialization and Commit phases and then de-commit in two different
ways, except with negligible probability.
To formalize this, we consider an experiment in which we first run the Initialization
and Commit phases, and then run the De-commit phase when the Sender is given an
extra input bit. The goal of the cheating Sender is to cause the Receiver to output
two different strings at the end of the De-commit phase, depending on whether this
"bit" was 1 or 2. The commitment requirement asserts that this goal should only be
achieved with negligible probability.
Auxiliary inputs. As we explained in Chapter 2, when a commitment scheme is
used inside a larger protocol, the parties may have auxiliary inputs from this higher
level protocol, so we should require that the security guarantees still holds in the
presence of such auxiliary inputs.
3.2.2 Committing to One Secret Message
We start by presenting a definition which is good enough for the case where we only
use the system parameters which are generated in the Initialization phase to commit
to a single secret message. In Subsection 3.2.3 we discuss the case where we use the
same system parameters to commit to many secret messages.
Definition 2 Let Cs,CR be two classes of algorithms, and let (Is, IR), (Cs, CR),
(Ds, DR) be a commitment scheme. We say that this commitment scheme is secure
against Sender in Cs and Receiver in CR, if the following two requirements hold
Secrecy: For any two algorithms Iý, Cý E CR and any polynomial Q(.), there ex-
ists a negligible function neg(.), so that any integer k E Z + , any two strings
mi, m 2 E {0, 1} <Q(k) and any auxiliary input z E {0, 1} <Q(k)
Pr (Psr) +- {Is(lk) _+ I(zlk)} < neg(k) (3.2)
L I(p(z, ps, pr M,  , m2) - P2(z Ps P, p M, ,m 2))l > neg(k).
where P1,P2, are shorthands for the probabilities that the algorithm CA guesses
'1' when interacting with a Sender who is committing to mi, m2, respectively.
Namely, for b E {1, 2} we denote
Pb(Z Ps Pr, 1,m2) df Pr[ {Cs(p, mb) -+ C(Z, Pr, m1,2) (*,1)
Commitment: For any three algorithms I;, C;, D* E Cs and any polynomial Q(.),
there exists a negligible function neg(.) so that for any integer k E Z + and any
auxiliary input z E {0, 1} -Q(k)
(Ps, Pr) 4- {I(z, 1k) IR(lk)}
(7Ts 7T ) -CS(Z(, ps) CR (Pr)}
(*, c) 4- {D(z, 7,,1) -4 CR(T,)}
(*, 2) 4 {D*(z, 7,, 2) ~4 CR(Tr)}
al -1 and C2 f and al 0'2
= neg(k) (3.3)
Non-uniformity. As we mentioned in Section 2.3, considering auxiliary inputs
(without specifying how these are generated) has the effect of making the algorithms
used by "cheating parties" non-uniform, and so any complexity conjecture which we
make in order to prove the security of the scheme must hold in the non-uniform model.
Also, since we require that the Secrecy requirement holds for any two strings mi, ms
which are given as inputs to the "cheating Receiver", then the algorithms used by this
"cheating Receiver" must be considered non-uniform even in the absence of auxiliary
inputs.
If we want to stay in the uniform model, we must restrict the auxiliary inputs and
"secret messages" to those which can be generated by probabilistic polynomial-time
algorithms. Informally, this means that although some strings may help a "cheating
party", any PPT algorithm has only a negligible chance of finding these strings. We
do not formalize this intuition here. The reader is referred to [16], where similar issues
(for encryption schemes and zero-knowledge proofs) are treated formally.
Pr
3.2.3 Committing to Many Secret Messages
The above definition only guarantees the secrecy and commitment conditions as long
as we only use the system parameters from the Initialization phase to commit to a
single secret message. In many cases, however, we want to execute the Initialization
phase only once, and then execute many instances of the Commit/De-commit phase
with the same security parameters.
The reason why Definition 2 is not strong enough to handle this case is that,
during the De-commit phase of a protocol, one party may have to reveal some secrets
about the system parameters, which then can help the other party to violate the
security of the system in a subsequent executions.
To illustrate this point, consider the naive attempt at a commitment scheme us-
ing one-way permutation which was described in the Introduction.' Assume that
we slightly modify this construction by using a trapdoor one-way permutation. (In-
formally, a trapdoor one-way permutation is a one-way permutation for which there
exists a trapdoor information that enables easy inversion. See, e.g., [17, Sec. 2.4.4]).
This construction can then be modified as follows. In the Initialization phase, the
Sender picks a one way permutation 7r and the corresponding trapdoor information
t, and send 7r to the Receiver. In the Commit phase, on secret message m, the sender
computes r(m) and send it to the Receiver. In the De-commit phase, the Sender
sends t, to the Receiver, who can then invert 7r and compute m.
Although this construction does not satisfy the stringent Secrecy condition of
Definition 2, it does provide some measure of secrecy, since it is assumed that the
Receiver cannot compute m from 7r and ir(m). However, it is clear that this con-
struction cannot be used to commit to more than one secret message, since after the
first De-commit the Receiver knows t, and can easily invert 7r. For a more natural
example of this phenomena, see the remark following the commitment scheme at the
beginning of Section 5.2.
'Although that construction does not satisfy the stringent Secrecy condition in Definition 2, it
still demonstrates the difficultywith this definition in the case of many commitments. Moreover, the
same argument can be made about the construction in [17, Construction 6.21] which does satisfy
Definition 2.
One plausible way to augment Definition 2 so that it can handle commitments
to many messages, is to require that the parties "will not use any secrets about
the system parameters". Formally, this means that the Secrecy and Commitment
requirements still hold even when each of the parties is given both system parameters
p,, pr as input in the Commit phase. Namely, we have the following definition
Definition 3 Let Cs,CR be two classes of algorithms, and let (Is, IR), (Cs, CR),
(Ds, DR) be a commitment scheme. We say that this commitment scheme is strongly
secure against Sender in Cs and Receiver in CR, if the following two requirements hold
Strong Secrecy: For any two algorithms IA, CA E CR and any polynomial Q(.),
there exists a negligible function neg(-) so that any integer k G Z+, any two
strings mi, m 2 E {0, 1} <Q(k) and any auxiliary input z E {0, 1}5Q(k)
PP(r [ P,) P- {)Isr(lk) il)zk)n kPr (Psi Pr) +-{s(l I(k) "( z1k)} n_<neg(k) (3.4)
JIpi(zPP, s rmlm) -P2(Z, Ps, Pr, m1, M2))l > neg(k)
where for b E {1, 2} we denote
Pb(z, Ps,Pr ,ml, 2) fPr[ {Cs(p,mb)- C(z,pp 7,, 2)} = (*,i) i
(The only difference between this and the Secrecy requirement in Definition 2 is
that CA is also given p, as input.)
Strong Commitment: For any three algorithms I;, C;, D* E Cs and any poly-
nomial Q(.), there exists a negligible function neg(.), so that for any integer
k E Z+ and any auxiliary input z E {0, 1}<Q(k)
(Ps, Pr) -- {I(z, k) +- IR(lk)}
(Ts, 7 T) 4- { PC(Z, , Pr) CR(Pr)}
(*, a,) 4- {D(z,rT, 1) - CR(7r)}
(*, V2) *- {D)(z,r,,2) 4 CR(r,)}
al~ - and 2 #I- and al aU2
= neg(k) (3.5)Pr
(Again, the only difference between this and the Secrecy requirement in Defini-
tion 2 is that Ct is also given p, as input.)
It is easy to show that a commitment scheme which satisfies these stronger require-
ments remains secure even when the same system parameters are used to commit for
polynomially many secrets.
Indeed, a "cheating Sender" can perfectly simulate the distribution over the tran-
scripts of its conversations with the honest Receiver. Therefore, if the Sender is able
to open a commitment in two different ways after committing (and de-committing)
for polynomially many other secrets, it is also able to do that without these interac-
tions. Similarly, a "cheating Receiver" can perfectly simulate the distribution over
the transcripts of its conversations with the honest Sender, so executing polynomially
many Commit/De-commit protocols with the Sender cannot help it get more than a
negligible advantage in distinguishing between commitments to other secrets.
We finally note that all the commitment schemes in the literature, as well as the
ones which we presented in this work, satisfy this strengthened requirements (under
the same complexity conjectures used to prove (regular) security).
3.3 Variants of Secret Commitment
We now turn our attention to the different variants of commitment schemes which
were discussed in the introduction, and show how they fit within the framework of
the general definition above.
Unconditional vs. computational secrecy. A commitment scheme is said to
be unconditionally secret if it is secure against an arbitrary Receiver. In terms of
Definition 2, this means that the class CR is the class of all algorithms. A scheme is
said to be computationally secret if it is secure against a polynomial-time Receiver,
so CR in Definition 2 is the class of all PPT algorithms.
Unconditional vs. computational commitment. Similarly, we say that a com-
mitment scheme is unconditionally committing if the class Cs in Definition 2 is the
class of all algorithms, and we say that it is computationally committing if Cs is the
class of all PPT algorithms.
Non-interactive schemes. A commitment scheme is said to be non-interactive if
the interaction in both the Commit and the De-commit phases consists of a single
string sent from the Sender to the Receiver. In this case we can assume w.l.o.g. that
the state of the Receiver at the end of Commit phase is equal to the string which
was sent by the Sender in this phase (which is why we termed it the commit string).
Similarly, we can also assume w.l.o.g. that the string which is sent by the Sender
in the De-commit phase is equal to its state after the Commit phase (which is why
termed it the de-commit string). With respect to initialization, we can distinguish
between the following variants:
No Initialization. Syntactically, we say that a scheme requires no initialization
if both algorithms Is, IR in the Initialization phase are non-interactive (so the
system parameters of each party can be computed directly from the security
parameter, without the need to talk to the other party).
Initialization with a Public Directory. In this model, the Initialization phase con-
sists of both parties depositing a value into a public directory, and retrieving
each other's value before the Commit phase. Using our syntax, we formulate
this by requiring that the interaction between the Sender and the Receiver in
the Initialization phase consists of (at most) one message in each direction, and
moreover, each honest party computes its message without seeing the other
party's message.
Interactive Initialization. In this model there is no restriction on the behavior of
the parties in the Initialization phase.
Initialization by a Trusted Party. This model does not fit into the framework
of Definition 2, since Definition 2 allows a "cheating party" to deviate from
its protocol during the Initialization phase, whereas the trusted party model
assumes that the initialization is done properly. Definition 2 can be weakened
to include schemes that can only be implemented in this model, by stating that
the Secrecy and Commitment conditions only hold with respect to the pre-
specified initialization algorithms Is, IR (instead of for every Ii E CR or every
Is E Cs, respectively).
3.4 Some Properties of Secret Commitment
We now proceed to show a few basic properties of commitment schemes.
3.4.1 A Characterization of Unconditional Secrecy
We start with a simple and useful lemma which characterize schemes with uncondi-
tional secrecy in terms of the communication in the Commit phase. We show that
a commitment scheme enjoys unconditional secrecy if and only if for every two "se-
cret messages" mi, m 2 , there is only a negligible statistical difference between the
transcripts of committing to mi and to m 2.
Lemma 3.1 A commitment scheme (Is, IR), (Cs, CR), (Ds, DR) enjoys strong un-
conditional secrecy if and only if the following hold.
For every two algorithms Iý, C7, and any polynomial Q(.), there exists a negligible
function neg(.) so that for every k E Z +, every m•,m 2 E {0, 1 }Q(k) and every
auxiliary input z E {0, 1}<Q(k)
Pr ( ps , p,) - {Is(lk) (zlk)} 1 neg(k) (3.6)
L[ ITRi(z, Ps , P,Mm2)- TR2(z, Ps, Pr, M1, m 2))| > neg(k)
where TR 1, TR 2, respectively, are shorthands for the distribution over transcripts in
the Commit phase when the Sender is committing to mi, m2. Namely, for b E {1, 2},
we denote
TRb(Z, Pas Pr, p 1, m 2) d trans{{Cs(ps, Mb) CR(Z, Ps, Pr, il, m2)}
Proof: One direction of the lemma holds since once we fix z, P,, Pr, mi, m 2 and any
setting of the random tape of CA, the output of CQ becomes a function of the transcript
of the Commit phase. Thus, the statistical difference between the outputs of CA when
the Sender is committing to mi and its output when the Sender is committing to m2
conditioned on this fixed setting of the random tape of CA cannot be larger than the
statistical difference between the transcripts when the Sender is committing to mi
and when the Sender is committing to m2, conditioned on the same random tape.
Since this holds for every setting of the random tapes, then it also holds when we
average over all possible tapes for CA, which means that for any z, p,, P,, im, m , we
have
pl(z,Ps, pr, mi, m2) - P2(Z, PsPr, M,l,n2))I
< j|TRi(z,p , ,P,, mi,m) - TR 2(Zs, Pr, ,m1, m 2))
where P1, P2 are defined as in Definition 3.
The other direction of this lemma follows since for given inputs (z, p,, Pr, mi, m2)
an algorithm Ch (which is not restricted in its running time) can go over all possible
random tapes for Cs and CA and compute the list of all transcripts t for which
Pr[TRi(z, p,, pr, m,M) = t] > Pr[TR2(, Ps Pr, m1i,m 2 ) = t].
Then, Ch can execute the Commit phase with the Sender (using CA on the Re-
ceiver's side) thus obtaining a transcript r. Finally, if r is on the pre-computed list
then CA outputs '1', and otherwise it outputs '2'. It follows by definition that for
every pair (ml, m 2), the statistical advantage of CA in distinguishing between mi and
m 2 is exactly IITRi(z, p,, in, i 2)- TRo(z, Pa, Pr, M1, m2))Il.
3.4.2 Computational Assumptions are Necessary
Proposition 3.2 There is no commitment scheme which achieve both unconditional
secrecy and unconditional commitment.
Proof: Let (Is, IR), (Cs, CR), (Ds, DR) be a commitment scheme, let mi, m2 be
any two messages (e.g., mi ='O', m2 ='1'). For k E Z+ and b E {1,2}, we denote
by ViewR(k, mb) the distribution over pairs (Pr, 7) where Pr is the Receiver's system-
parameter and T is the transcript of the Commit phase when the Sender is Committing
to mb. Namely,
Viewn(k, mb)df (Pr ) s ( l ) _ ( k )
7 trans{{Cs(ps, mb) CR(Pr)}
There are two possible cases to consider
1. IIViewR(k, mi) - ViewR(k,m2)II > I. In this case there exists an algorithm
which distinguishes between these distributions with advantage of at least .
This algorithm runs the Initialization and Commit phases with all possible
random tapes for Is, IR, Cs and CR, for both messages mi, m2, and computes a
list of all the pairs (Pr, T) which have higher probability in ViewnR(k, mi) than in
ViewR(k, n2). Then it executes the Initialization and Commit phases with the
Sender (using IR, CR on the Receiver's side) thus obtaining a pair (pr, 7). If this
pair is on the pre-computed list then the algorithm outputs '1', and otherwise
it outputs '2'. It follows by definition that this algorithm has advantage at least
1 in distinguishing between commitments to mi and commitments to n 2.2
2. IIViewR(k, mi) - ViewR(k, m2)l1 < 5 In this case, if we execute the experiment
(p, p,)r {Is(I), IR(1k
7 +-- trans{{Cs(ps, mi) " CR(Pr)}
then with probability at least ½, the pair (Pr, 7) has non-zero probability ac-
cording to the distribution ViewR(k, m2). In particular, this means that (with
probability at least 1), there exists p' such that the transcript 7 is consistent
with Cs(p', M2 ).
Given such a transcript r and enough running-time, a "cheating Sender" can
find p,, p' and random-tapes r, r' so that
(a) The execution of Cs on input (p,, mi) and random-tape r is consistent
with 7.
(b) The execution of Cs on input (P', m2) and random-tape r' is also consistent
with 7.
we denote by 61, 62, respectively, the de-commit strings in the two executions
above. Once 6, 62 are computed, the "cheating Sender" can open the commit-
ment as mi by running Ds(6b) and as m 2 by running Ds(62).
If there exists infinitely many integers k for which the first case happen then the
scheme is not unconditionally secret, and if there exists infinitely many integers k for
which the second case happen then the scheme is not unconditionally committing.
3.4.3 Non-interactive Secret Commitment
We next show that it is impossible to have a non-interactive commitment scheme
without initialization which is unconditionally secret. More precisely, we prove the
following:
Proposition 3.3 A non-interactive commitment scheme without initialization which
is unconditionally secret, cannot be (even computationally) committing.
Proof: A non-interactive commitment scheme with no initialization can be de-
scribed solely in terms of the algorithms Cs and DR. Without loss of generality, we
can assume that the algorithm Cs is given the security parameter 1 k and the string
m and it outputs both the commit and de-commit strings, which we denote here, re-
spectively, by y, b. The string y is sent to the Receiver in the Commit phase and the
string 6 is sent in the De-commit phase. The algorithm DR is then given 1k, 7, 6, and
it outputs either a string a (which is presumably equal to m) or the special symbol I.
Below we denote the distribution which Cs(1k, m) induces over the commit strings -y
by COM(lk,m).
Assume that we have algorithms Cs, DR as above which unconditionally satisfy the
Secrecy requirement. Then, by Lemma 3.1, for any polynomial Q(-) there exists a neg-
ligible function neg(.) so that any k E Z + and any two strings mi, m 2 e {0, 1}• Q(k),
we have
IICOM(lk, M2) - COM(lk, ml) jI neg(k)
Therefore, if we fix any k E Z + and two strings mi, m 2 E {0, 1} -Q(k), there exists
a value y for the commit string which has a non-zero probability according to both
distributions COM(lk, m 2 ) and COM(lk, mi). Hence, there exists a random tape r1
on which Cs with input (Ik, m 1 ) generates the commit string 7, and another random
tape r2 on which Cs with inputs (1k , n 2 ) generates the same commit string. Denote
by b, the de-commit string which is generated by Cs with input (Ik, mi) and random-
tape rl, and by 62 the de-commit string which is generated by Cs with input (1k, m 2 )
and random-tape r2
Consider now the auxiliary input z f (7, 61, 62), and a "cheating Sender" which
gets z as an auxiliary input, sends the commit string 7 in the Commit phase, and
sends either 61 or 62 in the De-commit phase. Clearly, this "cheating Sender" can
be implemented in polynomial-time, and it violates the Commitment condition (with
probability 1). U
A few comments are in order here.
* The proof of Proposition 3.3 relies heavily on the fact that we require security
against non-uniform Senders (namely, that the Sender is given an arbitrary
auxiliary input). Indeed, no such proof is known for the uniform case.
* As opposed to unconditionally secret schemes, it is easy to see that under stan-
dard complexity conjectures (such as the existence of one-way permutations)
one can construct unconditionally committing (and computationally secret)
schemes which are non-interactive and have no initialization (e.g, [17, Con-
struction 6.21.]).
Chapter 4
An Algebraic Construction
"Listen to this, Piglet", said Eeyor, "and then you'll know what we're
trying to do"
A.A. Milne / The House at Pooh Corner
In this chapter we present a construction which uses the claw-free permutation-pairs
of Goldwasser, Micali and Rivest [22], and is a modification of the scheme which is
presented in [2]. This construction achieves unconditional secrecy and computational
commitment under the factorization conjecture which we describe below.
A main difference between this construction and the GMR-based construction in
[2], is in the Initialization phase. The original scheme (as well as most other factoring
based schemes) relies on composite numbers of a special form, and it requires an
interactive initialization protocol in which these special-form numbers are established.
In that scheme we cannot let any of the parties pick these special form composites
on its own, since the security of both parties depend on the proper choice.
We present here a new technique which eliminates the need for interactive ini-
tialization. Instead, in our scheme we simply let the Receiver choose the composite
number and send it to the Sender (so it can be implemented in a non-interactive
model with directory). Our scheme is unique in that the form of this composite does
not effects the security of the Sender.
This chapter is organized as follows: We start by presenting some number-theoretic
background material which is needed in order to understand the constructions. We
then briefly discuss the scheme due to Blum which was the first scheme to use this
number-theoretic approach. Next we describe a GMR-based scheme similar to [1, 2],
which improves on Blum's scheme in terms of the length of the commit-string, and
finally we show our scheme which improves on the GMR-scheme by eliminating the
expensive initialization step.
4.1 Number-Theoretic Background
We start by briefly presenting some background material from number theory which
we use in this constructions. The following are a few basic definition, notations and
facts which we need in the sequel. Proofs of the facts below can be found in any
elementary textbook on Number Theory (e.g., [28, Ch. I,II]).
1. An integer p > 1 is said to be a prime if the only positive integers which divide it
are 1 and p itself. An integer which is not a prime is said to be a composite. We say
that two integers are relatively primes if their greatest common divisor is one.
2. For any integer N > 1, the set of all the positive integers which are smaller than
N and are relatively primes with N, together with the operation of multiplication
mod N, form an Abelian group. We denote this group by Zv, and the number of
elements in this group is denoted by p(N).
3. If p is an odd prime power (i.e., p = qe for a prime q and a positive integer
e) then the group ZP is cyclic. Namely, there exists an element g E Zf such that
Z* = {gi mod p : 0 < i < ýp(p)}. Such an element is called a generator of Z>.
4. For an integer N > 1, an element y E Zý, is said to be a quadratic residue mod
N is there exists x e Zv so that x2 - y (mod N). In this case we say that x is a
square-root of y mod N. The set of quadratic residues mod N forms a subgroup of
Z4, which we denote by QRN.
5. (The Chinese Remainders Theorem). If p, q are relatively primes and N = pq, then
for any element x E Z1 and any element y E Zq there exists a unique element z E Zg
so that z-x (mod p) and z -y (mod q).
6. If p is a prime and p - 3 (mod 4), then for every element x E Zý, exactly one of
the elements x, p - x is a quadratic residue mod p.
7. If p, q are primes, with p _ 3 (mod 8) and q - 7 (mod 8), then 2 is a quadratic
residue mod q but not mod p.
8. If p, q are primes and N = pq, then an element x E Zý is a quadratic residue mod
N if and only if (x mod p) is a quadratic residue mod p and (x mod q) is a quadratic
residue mod q.
9. In the sequel, we say that an integer N is a Williams integer [40] if it is a product
of two primes, one which is congruent to 3 mod 8 and another which is congruent to
7 mod 8. (These integers are a special case of Blum integers, which are products of
two primes, both congruent to 3 mod 4.)
10. If N is a Williams integer, then every quadratic residue mod N has exactly four
square-roots mod N, and exactly one of these square-roots is itself a quadratic residue
mod N.
4.1.1 The Factorization Conjecture
The conjecture we need in order to prove the security of our scheme is that factoring
Williams integers is infeasible. Formally, for any integer k denote by PRIMES3 (k),
PRIMES7 (k), respectively, the uniform distributions over all k-bit primes which are
congruent to 3 mod 8, and 7 mod 8. Then we have
The Factorization Conjecture. For any PPT algorithm A and any polynomial
Q(.) there exists a negligible function neg(.) so that for any k E Z + and any auxiliary
input z E {0, 1 } -<Q(k),
Pr
p - PRIMES3 (k)
q PRIMESr(k)
N +pq
A(z, N) = (p, q)
< neg(k)
(where pq denotes the product of the integers p and q, and all the integers are repre-
sented in binary).
4.1.2 The GMR Claw-Free Permutation Pairs
In [22], Goldwasser, Micali and Rivest described the following construction: Let N
be a Williams integer, and we start by defining two functions
fN,o(x) f X2  (mod N) and fN,l(x) d f 4x2  (mod N)
Then, for any string s = blb2 ... b we define fN,,(x) = fN,b1('" fN,b,(x '''). The
properties of these functions which we use in the sequel are described next.
Proposition 4.1 ([22]) If N is a Williams integer, then both function fN,o(') and
fN,l () are permutations over the quadratic residues mod N.
Proof: Fact 10 in Section 4.1 immediately implies that squaring is a permutation
over the quadratic residues mod N. Also, since four is a quadratic residue mod N,
then multiplication by four is also a permutation over the quadratic residues mod N.
Finally, a composition of permutation is itself a permutation. U
Corollary 4.2 If N is a Williams integer, then for any string s E {0, 1}*, the func-
tion fN,, is a permutations over the quadratic residues mod N.
Proposition 4.3 ([40, 22]) Under the factorization conjecture, no PPT algorithm
can find - given a random Williams integer N - two quadratic residues x,y E QRN
for which fN,o(x) = fN,1(y). More precisely, for every PPT algorithm A and every
polynomial Q(.) there exists a negligible function neg(.) so that for any k E Z + and
any auxiliary input z E {0, 1}<Q(k)
Pr
p +- PRIMES3 (k)
q +- PRIMES7 (k)
N +- pq
(x, y) + A(z, N)
x,y E QRN and fN,o(x) = fN,1(Y)
< neg(k)
Proof: Assume that the Proposition statement does not hold for some PPT algo-
rithm A, and we show another PPT algorithm A' which violates the factorization con-
jecture. Algorithm A' is given the auxiliary input z and the Williams integer N(= pq).
It first runs A(z, N), and obtains its output (x, y). It then outputs p = gcd(x+2y, N)
and q = gcd(x - 2y, N).
We now show that when N is a Williams integer, if x,y E QRN and x2 - 4y2
(mod N), then p, q are the prime factors of N. Since we assumed that the above
conditions hold with probability which is not negligible (for some auxiliary input z),
then A' indeed violates the factorization conjecture.
Let N be any Williams integer (and denote its prime factors by p, q), and let x, y
be any elements in QRN such that x2 _= 4y 2 (mod N). Therefore, we have
x2 - 4y 2 = (x + 2y)(x - 2y) - 0 (mod N) (4.1)
From Fact 8 in Section 4.1 we know that since x, y are quadratic residues mod N, then
they are also quadratic residues mod p and q (when reduced mod p, q respectively).
From Facts 6 and 7 in Section 4.1 we know that 2 is not a quadratic residues mod
p and q - 2 is not a quadratic residues mod q, which implies that (2y mod p) is not
a quadratic residues mod p and (-2y mod q) is not a quadratic residues mod q. We
therefore conclude that
x 2y (modp) x -2y 0 (modp)
x -2y (modq) x +2y 0 (modq)
def def
Denote now u = x - 2y and v = x + 2y, and consider Eq. (4.1). Since the right-
hand-side of it is divisible by N, the so is the left-hand-side, so we know that uv is
divisible by both p and q. On the other hand, we know that u is not divisible by p
and v is not divisible by q. Since p, q are primes, it must be the case that u is divisible
by q but not p, and that v is divisible by p but not q. Therefore, gcd(v, N) = p and
gcd(u, N) = q. M
Corollary 4.4 ([22]) Under the factorization conjecture, no PPT algorithm can find
- given a random Williams integer N - two quadratic residues x, y E QRN and two
strings so,1 s {0, 1}* so that none of so, si is a prefix of the other and fN,8o(x) =
fN,S1 (Y)
More precisely, for every PPT algorithm A and every polynomial Q(-) there exists
a negligible function neg(.) so that for any k E Z + and any auxiliary input z E
{0, 1}<-Q(k)
Pr
p - PRIMES3 (k)
q - PRIMES7(k)
N +- pq
(Sl,S2, x,y) +- A(z, N)
so, sl are not prefixes of one another
and x,y E QRN and fN,so (x) = fN,,,(y)
< neg(k)
Proof: Assume that N is a Williams integer and that we have (sl,s2, z, y) as above,
and we show how to compute x', y' E QRN so that fN,o(x) = fN,1(y). Since none of
so, sl is a prefix of the other, there exists a (possibly empty) string s such that we
can write so as a concatenation so = sso and s, as a concatenation s, = ss', and the
first bit in s', s' is not the same.
We note that since fN,,(fN,8 O(x)) = fN,so(x) = f, 8,,(y) = fN,,(fN,,;(y)), and since
fN,,8 () is a permutation, then fN,,~ (x) = fN,,i(y). Assume now w.l.o.g. that the first
bit in s' is 0 and the first bit in s' is 1. We then can write s' = Osg and s' = 1s'.
Finally, denote x' df fN,sg(x) and y' df fY,,h,(y), then x', y' E QRN and we have
fN,o(x') = fN,osg(x) = fN,s(x) = fN,sl (Y) = fN,1js(x) = fN,1(y')
4.2 The Blum Scheme
The first commitment scheme to use the above algebraic constructions was due to
Blum [4]. The Blum scheme uses a quantity, called the Jacobi symbol, which can be
computed for any element x E Zv. For an element x E Za , the Jacobi-symbol of x
mod N is denoted (4), and it always equals to either +1 or -1. (For a definition
of the Jacobi symbol, see, e.g., [28, §11.2].) The Blum scheme uses the following
properties of the Jacobi symbol:
a. There is a polynomial time algorithm which, given x, N, computes (4).
b. If N is a Blum-integer, then every quadratic-residue mod N has two square-roots
with Jacobi-symbol +1 and two square-roots with Jacobi-symbol -1.
c. If N is a Blum-integer, and if x, y E Zý are such that (4) = +1, (1) = -1, and
x2 = 2 (mod N), then given x, y, N, one can compute the prime factorization
of N in polynomial time.
In the Blum scheme, the initialization phase consists of picking a random Blum-integer
with k bits (on security parameter Ik), in such a way that its prime factorization is
unknown to the Sender. To commit to single bit b E {0, 1}, the Sender picks an
element x E Z7, computes y = x2 mod N, s = () (-1)b and Send y, s to the
Receiver. Notice that this means computing one modular-multiplication and one
Jacobi-symbol computation, and sending (k + 1) bits for every bit in the secret.1
To de-commit the bit b, the Sender sends x to the Receiver, who can then compute
(4) and therefore b. Thus, the de-commit string also contains k bits for every bit in
'In fact, the Jacobi-symbol computation can be replaced with another modular multiplication
using a simple trick.
the message.
We note that the Blum scheme is non-interactive, but has very long commit and
de-commit strings, and it requires interactive initialization to choose the Blum-integer.
In the next section we describe a scheme which is based on the GMR construction and
reduces the size of the commit and de-commit strings, but still requires interactive
initialization. Then, in Section 4.4 we show how me modify the GMR-based scheme
to eliminate the interactive initialization.
4.3 The GMR-based Scheme
The following is a simple commitment scheme that uses the GMR construction (which
is very similar to the scheme in [1, 2]). We assume that the Sender and the Receiver use
some prefix free encoding function Enc so that for no two strings m $ m' is Enc(m) a
prefix of Enc(m'). An example of an encoding with this property is Enc(bib2 ... b,) =
b10b20... bl. Using this simple encoding we have Enc(m) = 21m1. (There are also
prefix-free encodings where Enc(m) = |ml + O(log |ml).)
Initialization: On security parameter 1k, the Sender and the Receiver "choose at
random" a Williams integer N with k bits, in such a way that the Sender does
not know the prime factors of N. This Williams integer is then used as the
system-parameter for both the Sender and the Receiver. We discuss this phase
in more details below.
Commit phase: Given a secret m E {0, 1}*, the Sender computes s = Enc(m),
picks a random element x E ZA and sends y = fN,,(x 2 ) to the Receiver.
De-commit Phase: The Sender sends both m and x to the Receiver. the Receiver
computes s = Enc(m) and verifies that y = fN,,(x 2).
It is obvious from the description that this scheme satisfies the Validity requirement
in Definition 2. To show that it also satisfies the other two conditions we prove two
claims:
Theorem 4 The scheme above enjoys unconditional Secrecy, provided that the Ini-
tialization phase guarantees that the system parameter N is a Williams integer.
Proof: If N is indeed a Williams integer, then by Corollary 4.4, fN,, is a permutation
for every s. Thus, for every y (which is a quadratic residue mod N) and every s, there
exists exactly one quadratic residue mod N, denoted x, such that y = fN,,(x). This
means that for any s and any y E QRN
Pr [fs,,N(2) =Y] 1z IJQRNI
Therefore, the distribution which is induced on the message sent by the Sender in the
Commit phase is uniform over QRN, regardless of s (and hence, also of m), which
implies that the Receiver has no advantage in guessing the Sender's secret. U
Theorem 5 Under the Factorization Conjecture, the above scheme enjoys computa-
tional Commitment, provided that the Initialization phase guarantees that the distri-
bution induced over the system parameter N is the same as the distribution in the
Factorization conjecture.
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.4. M
4.3.1 Efficiency of the Scheme
Interaction. The Commit and De-commit phases in the scheme above are non-
interactive. The Initialization phase, however, must be interactive to ensure that the
system-parameter is a Williams integer. We return to this matter in the next section.
Communication. On security parameter 1k, the number of bits sent in the Commit
phase above is always equal to k, regardless of the length of the secret m, since the
system-parameter N is a k-bit integer and Sender sends an element in Z7v. In the
De-commit phase, the Sender sends the secret m itself and k more bits.
Running-time. In the scheme above, the Sender performs one or two modular
multiplications for every bit in s (which has about the same length as m) to compute
the commit string. This amount of work can be somewhat reduced using a construc-
tion by Damg&rd [8]. This construction uses larger families of permutations to reduce
the number of multiplication. The idea is to use (say) 256 different permutations
rather than just two, and to view s as a sequence of bytes, where each byte specifies
one permutation. Of course, for every r we can use the same idea to get one or two
multiplications per r bits of s using 2' permutations.
Clearly, we pay for this saving in running-time by having to keep many more bits
to describe these larger families of permutations, and by having to choose one of these
families in the Initialization phase. Moreover, the security properties of this scheme
are somewhat weaker than those of the original scheme. In particular, in the original
scheme we could convert an algorithm with probability e of braking the Commitment
requirement into one which factors the system parameter N with the same probability.
In the new scheme, instead, the success probability of the factorization algorithm is
something like r'I.
4.3.2 The Initialization Phase
The main problem with the above scheme is the implementation of the initialization
phase. Clearly, it is important to choose the system parameter N in such a way that
the Sender will not be able to factor it easily. Notice, however, that it doesn't matter
whether the Receiver knows the factorization of N. One idea is therefore to let the
Receiver choose N in the appropriate way and send it to the Sender. But if the
Sender doesn't know the factorization of N, how can it verify that N it is a Williams
integer?
At first glance this may not seem like a real problem. After all, the Sender can
choose the starting point x at random, so it may be able to hide the string s from the
Receiver even if fN,o, fN,1 are not permutations. Unfortunately, this is not the case.
Consider for example N = 5 and a string of one bit b. It is easy to see that for any
element x E ZS we have fs,0o(x 2 ) = 1 and f5s,1( 2) = 4. Thus the Receiver can recover
the bit from the commitment string.
One way to solve this problem by letting the Receiver choose N and then prove
(by means of a zero-knowledge proof) to the Sender that it is of the right form. This
zero-knowledge proof, however, must be interactive, and it can be quite expensive in
terms of running time and communication. It will therefore be desirable to have a
scheme where choosing a "bad N" does not help the Receiver to get any advantage
in guessing m from the commit string. We present such a scheme below.
4.4 Our Scheme
The only difference between the following scheme and the previous one is that after
computing y = fN,s(x2 ), the Sender squares y for k more times (where k is the number
of bits in N) and sends the result to the Receiver. Note that using our notation, this
is equivalent to computing fN,oks(x 2 ). The new scheme is:
Initialization: On security parameter 1k, the Receiver picks at random two primes
p +- PRIMES3 ([fl) ,q - PRIMES7 ([] ), computes N +- pq and sends N
to the Sender. The Sender verifies that N is of the right length.
Commit phase: Given the system parameter N (of k bits) and a secret m, the
Sender computes s = Enc(m), picks a random element x E Z4 and sends
S+-- fN,oks(X2 ) to the Receiver.
De-commit Phase: The Sender sends both m and x to the Receiver. The Receiver
computes s = Enc(m) and verifies that y = fN,okS(x 2 ).
It is clear that the new scheme still enjoys computational commitment under the
Factorization conjecture. Namely, if the Receiver picks N according to the protocol
then it is infeasible for the Sender to find two different secrets with the same commit
string (if factoring is hard). The harder part is to show that even if the Receiver tries
to "cheat" by picking a "bad" N, it still does not get any advantage in guessing the
secret m from the commit string.
4.4.1 Proof of Secrecy
We need to show that the modified scheme satisfies the secrecy requirement for any
integer N (even if N is not "of the right form"). To do that we prove the following
lemma
Lemma 4.5 Let N be any integer and denote the number of bits in N by k, and let
so, sl be any two strings. Then, for any element y E Zn we have
Pr [fN,okSO(x2) = y = Pr fN,oks(2) = y]
Below we give an elegant proof for Lemma 4.5 which is in part due to Damgird
(private communication). 2 For this proof, we need to review a few facts. The first
fact about the function fs,N(-) was first observed by Goldreich:
Proposition 4.6 ([15]) For any integer N, any string s and any element x E Zý,
fs,N(X) = 22S . x 2 1-1, where 8 is the integer whose binary representation is s.
We now need some facts about the structure of the group ZA. We start with a
definition and a few notations:
Definition 6 Let n be an integer, n > 1, and let x be an element in Zn. The order
of x, denoted ord(x), is the smallest positive integer e so that Xe = 1 (mod n). We
denote by On the subset containing all the elements of odd order in Z,. That is,
On {=x E Zn : ord(x) is odd}
Proposition 4.7 Let n be an integer, n > 1. Then O, is a subgroup of Z*.
Proof: O, is closed under multiplication since for any x, y E Zn, ord(xy) must
divide ord(x) -ord(y). Since ord(x), ord(y) are both odd, then so is ord(x) - ord(y)
and thus so is ord(xy). U
2 A longer proof for the same claim can be found in the preliminary version of [23].
Proposition 4.8 For any integer n > 1, squaring mod n is a permutation over On.
Proof: It is sufficient to show that for every x E On there exists y E On so that
x = y2 (mod N). So let x E On and denote the order of x by 2r + 1. Then if we
set y = x'T+ (mod n) we have y2 = 2r2 = 2r + 1 = x (mod n). Finally, by
Proposition 4.7, y = xr+ 1 E O,. N
Proposition 4.9 For any integer n > 1, any element x E Z* and any £ > Inl,
X2L E On.
Proof: Denote ord(x) = 2'. r where r is an odd integer. Since ord(x) < c(n) < 21n1
then i < Inj < I. Moreover, we have ord(x2 ' ) = r, so x 2' E On, and since On is closed
under squaring (Proposition 4.7), then also x2t = (x2')2'-i E On. Q
Proposition 4.10 Let n > 1 be an integer. If we uniformly select an element x -- Z*
and square it hIn times or more mod n, then we get a uniformly distributed element
in On. Namely, for any £ > In! and o E On
Pr [x2t = o (mod n)] = 1
X-zn* IOnI
Proof: Denote the prime factorization of n by n = ql - q2 ... "q, where the qj's are
powers of distinct primes (qi = p~' for some prime pi and positive integer es). Recall
that Z* is homomorphic to Z* x Z* - - x Z*, and this homomorphism induces a
homomorphism between On and Oq, x Oq - - - x O,,,. Thus, it is sufficient to show that
for each of the qi's, uniformly selecting an element xa Zq* and squaring it i times
yields a uniformly distributed element in Oq,. We distinguish between two "types" of
qi's:
Type 1: qi is a power of two. In this case the only element of odd order in Z*i is 1,
so IOq, = 1. Indeed, since £ > INI _ Iql , then by Proposition 4.9 we have
Pr 21 = 1 (mod qi)] = Pr [x21 EO, (mod qi)]=lX + Zqi IZqi
Type 2: qi is a power of an odd prime. In this case Z* is a cyclic group. So let g
be a generator in this group and we denote ord(g) = cp(qi) = r . 2 where r is an odd
integer and t < Jqil. Also, denote h = g2t (mod qi). Then the odd-order elements
in Z*i are h, h2 , h3 ,... , hr = 1, so we have 1O,iI = r.
Consider now some element o = he E Oqi, and we compute the probability that
x2t = o (mod qi) when x is chosen at random in Z*. Picking a random element in
Zq* is equivalent to picking an exponent at random e' E {1, 2, .. r2t} and computing
x = gel (mod qi). Moreover, we have
x2t = (ge')2t = he' = he' mod r (mod qi)
So we have x2t = o (mod qi) if and only if e _ e' (mod r). Thus we have
Prxto (modq = Pr [e' e (mod r)] - 1
Xz-Z1i e'-{1,.,r2t r Oq, I
Moreover, since (by Proposition 4.8) squaring is a permutation over O,q then also for
every > qi|l > t we have Prx,-z[ x2t = o (mod qi)] = j-. I
Proof: (of Lemma 4.5) Armed with Propositions 4.6-4.10, we can now prove
Lemma 4.5. Let s be any string, let N be any integer, and denote k = INI. Consider
a random element x E Zr and denote z = (f,,N(x 2)) 2 k . Then from Proposition 4.6
we have
z = (fs,N(x2))2k = 2 22181 2k = 2(1+)
Proposition 4.9 implies that (22) 2k E ON, and from Proposition 4.10 we have that
x 2 1| + k+ 1 is a uniformly distributed element in ON (which is independent of s). Thus,
z is a uniformly distributed element in ON, regardless of s. This concludes the proof
of Lemma 4.5. N
We therefore conclude that
Theorem 7 The above commitment scheme enjoys unconditional secrecy, and under
the Factorization conjecture is also enjoys computational commitment.
Chapter 5
A Construction from
Message-Digest Functions
In this chapter we present a commitment scheme which uses message-digest functions.
This construction achieves unconditional secrecy and computational commitment un-
der the assumption that the Sender can not find collisions in the message-digest func-
tion which is used for the scheme. The scheme which we describe in this chapter is
essentially the same as scheme due to Damgard, Pedersen and Pfitzmann [12] (which
was later re-discovered by us in [24]). We provide a more direct proof of correctness
for this scheme than the one in [12]. This proof also let us generalize the construction
slightly.
5.1 Background
We start by describing the main tools which are used in this scheme, namely message-
digest functions and universal hash functions.
5.1.1 Message Digest Functions
Informally, a message-digest function' is a function f : {0, 1}* -* {0, 1}k (for some
integer k) so that it is infeasible to find two different strings x $ y so that f(x) = f(y).
For practical purposes, the SHA algorithm [14] is often considered to be a message-
digest function (for k = 160).
Message-digest function were first defined formally by Damgard in [8]. From
the formal point of view, for every k E Z + we have a family of functions from
{0, 1}* to {0, 1}k, and the infeasibility requirement is formulated with respect to a
function which is chosen at random from that family. A construction of message-
digest functions can be described by two PPT algorithms: a GENERATE algorithm
which given 1 k picks a function f : {0, 1}* - {0, 1}k and outputs its description, and
an EVALUATE algorithm which - given a description of f and a string x - outputs
f(x). Formally, we have
Definition 8 A pair of PPT algorithms (G, E) comprise a message-digest scheme if
it satisfies the following properties:
Hashing. The functions which G outputs on input lk map arbitrary long strings into
strings of length k. Namely, for every k E Z + and every string x E {0, 1}*
f -G(1k)
Pr y E(f, x) = 1
Iyl = k
For convenience of notations, we often use the shorthand f(x) instead of E(f, x).
Collision-Intractability. For any PPT algorithm A and any polynomial Q(-), there
exists a negligible function neg(-) so that for all k E Z + and all auxiliary inputs
1These function are also called collision-intractable hash functions. However, to avoid confusion
with other types of hash functions which we use in this construction, we call them message-digest
functions throughout the chapter.
z {0, 1}<Q(k)
f -- G(1k)
Pr (x, y) - A(z, f) 5 neg(k)
x 0 y and f(x) = f(y)
5.1.2 Universal Hashing
Universal hashing was introduced by Carter and Wegman [6] and it plays a very
important role in many areas of computer-science.
Definition 9 Let S and T be two sets, and let H be a family of functions from S to
T. We say that H is a universal family of hash functions if for every two different
elements Sl 0 s2 in S, and for every two elements tl, t 2 in T
Pr [h(si) = tl and h(s 2) = t2] 1h+-H IT12
An easy example of such family is the family of all affine transformations between
two linear spaces. In particular, let S = {0, 1}' and T = {0, 1}n , then we define
H= {hA,b: AE {O,1}nxl, bE {O,1}}
where we define hA,b(x) dt-f Ax + b (all the operations take place in a linear space over
GF(2)). It is easy to see that H above is a universal family of hash functions from
{0, 1}1 to {0, 1}n. In this construction, it takes n(l + 1) bits to specify a function
from H. A more efficient construction is obtained by restricting the matrix A to
be a Toeplitz matrix. Namely, we require that A would be fixed on the diagonals,
Aij = Ai+l,j+ 1. Again, it is easy to see that this still constitutes a universal family
of hash functions, and it takes 2n + I - 1 bits to describe any function in this family.
The Smoothing Property
The property of Universal hash functions which we need in our construction is called
the Smoothing property.2 Informally, for a family F of functions from a set S to a set
T, the smoothing property asserts that every subset of S which is much larger than
T is mapped almost uniformly to T by all but a small fraction of the functions in F.
To make this formal, let F be a family of functions from S to T, and denote by
UF the distribution over pairs (f, t) which is induced by picking f +- F and t +- T
uniformly at random and independently. Also, for any subset S' C S, denote by DS,,F
the distribution over pairs (f, f(s)) which is induced by picking f +- F and s +- S'.
uniformly at random and independently. That is,
UF { (f,t) : f +- F, t T} , Ds,,F 4 { (f, f (s)) f +- F, 8 - S'}
The celebrated Leftover-lemma [25] asserts that if F is a universal family of hash
functions, and if IS'I > ITI then DS',F is very close to UF, and more generally, the
statistical difference IIDs,,F - UFII deceases with the ratio IS'I/ITI. More precisely
Theorem 10 (The Leftover-lemma [25]) If H is a universal family of hash func-
tions from S to T, then for every S' C S, the statistical difference between UF and
DS,,F is bounded by
IIUF - DS',FII < ITI
- IS'I
(Note that when IS'l 5 1 TI the theorem only implies the trivial bound IIUF - Ds,,FII _5
1 which is true for any two distributions.) A self-contained proof of this theorem can
be found in [27, Ch. 8].
5.2 A Simplified Construction
In this section we describe a simplified version of the construction. Although this
simplified version in fact violates secrecy, in that the Receiver learns the length of the
2In some places in the literature it is also called the Extraction property.
secret, it demonstrates all the ideas which we later need for the scheme in Section 5.3.
For the rest of this section, let (G, E) be a message-digest scheme. To commit to
a secret of length n with security parameter k, the parties use a universal family of
hash functions (e.g., the family of Toeplitz matrices which was discussed above) from
{0, 1}L to {0, 1}1 , where L 4e=f n+2k. We denote this family by HL,,. The commitment
scheme is defined as follows (see Fig. 5-1 for an illustration of this scheme).
Initialization. On security parameter 1k, the Receiver runs G(1k ) (where G is the
generation algorithm for the message-digest scheme), and sends the resulting
function f to the Sender.
Commit Phase. To commit to a secret s E {0, 1}n, the Sender uniformly picks a
string x +4 {0,1} L , computes y = f(x) and verifies3 that lyl = k. It then
uniformly picks a function h +- HL,n and computes t = h(x) e s, where E
denotes a bitwise exclusive-or. The Sender sends to the Receiver the commit
string (y, h, t).
De-commit Phase. The de-commit string which the Sender sends to the Receiver,
is x. The Receiver verifies that y = f(x) and computes s = h(x) E t.
This scheme clearly satisfies the Validity condition in Definition 1.
Remark. In the scheme above, the Sender can pick x - {0, 1}L, h +- HL, and
compute y = f(x) in the Initialization phase, since x, h are independent of the secret.
However, moving the choice of x to the Initialization phase means that this scheme can
not be used to commit to many secrets (since x is revealed in the De-commit phase,
and knowledge of x compromise the secrecy of the scheme). Somewhat surprisingly,
it is possible to pick h in the Initialization phase and use it for many commitments
without compromising the secrecy of the scheme.
3We note that verifying that Jly = k is important in the case that the Receiver tries to "cheat"
in the Initialization phase and send a function f which is not generated by G(lk).
h is a universal hash-function and f is a message-digest function.
To commit to s
1. Pick h, x at random
2. Compute y =f(x)
3. Compute t = h(x) E s
4. Send y, h, t to Receiver
Figure 5-1: A simplified MD-based commitment scheme.
5.2.1 Security of the Scheme
It is obvious that the Commitment condition in Definition 2 is an immediate conse-
quence of the Collision-intractability of the message-digest scheme. The less obvious
part is to prove that the Receiver gets almost no statistical advantage in guessing
the secret s from the commit string. Technically speaking, this is not true since the
commit string reveals the length of the secret. However, we can show that it does not
reveal anything else. Specifically, in the following lemma we show that for any two
strings so, sl, of the same length, the distributions which are induced on the commit
strings for so, sl are statistically close. (This lemma is later used in Section 5.3 to
prove the security of a modification of this simplified scheme).
Notations. In the lemma below we use the following notations. We fix two integers
k, n E Z + and set L = n + 2k. Then, for any function f : {0, 1}L _ (0, 1}k and
any string s E {0, 1}) we use the notation Cf(s) to denote the distribution over the
commit strings which is induced by the Commit phase above when committing to the
secret s using the function f.
Lemma 5.1 Fix any two integers k, n E Z + and set L = n + 2k. Then, for any
function f : {0, 1}L - {0, 1}k and any two strings so, Si E {0, 1}n
IICf(s) - Cf(so)JI < 2-t+1
Proof idea. The proof of Lemma 5.1 follows from the Leftover-lemma via a se-
quence of claims which are rather straightforward (if somewhat technical). Very
roughly, the idea behind the proof is as follows. Since L > k and f goes from {0, 1}L
to {0, 1 }k, then "most" strings y E {0, 1}k have "very large" pre-images under f.
Therefore, by the Leftover-lemma, if we pick a random element x from any of these
pre-images and a random function h e- HL,n, then the distribution over the pairs
(h, h(x)) is "almost the same" as the uniform distribution over pairs (h,t) (where
t +- {0, 1}). Since the former distribution is essentially the same4 as the distri-
bution over commit-strings conditioned on y, we conclude that for most y's, we get
almost the same distribution, regardless of the secret.
Proof: We start by setting a few notations. Let n, k, L and f be as in the statement
of Lemma 5.1, and consider an experiment in which we pick a string X +- {0, 1 }L, a
function q +- HL,, and a string 7 ~ {0, 1}n, compute p = f(x), a = r rle (X) and
output (W, (7r, 7), o).
For given strings y E {0, 1}k, s,t E {0, 1}) and a function h E HL,n, de-
note the probability that the above experiment results in outputting (y, (h, t), s) by
p[y, (h, t), s]. Below we also consider some of the marginal probabilities and condi-
tional probabilities in this experiment. Using our notations for probabilistic experi-
4The actual distribution, conditioned on y, when committing to a secret s, is on pairs
(h, h(x) e s), but this is just as close to the uniform distribution.
ments, these are defined as
p[y, (h, t), s] = Pr
p[y] =f Pr
p[y, (h, t)] = Pr
p[s] lf Pr
p[(h,t),s y] e=f Pr
p[y,(h,t) s] f Pr
X- {0,1 }L
7 7 HL,n
S- {0, O1}
9 = h and 7
X {O,1 }L
f(x) = Y
S{0o, 1}L
-- H,n
{- 0,{1}n
h and =
{0, 1}L
-
{0, 1})"
E) 77(X) = s5
4f-l(y)
HL,n
-
{0, 1}•"
h and =
S0, 1}L
-- HL,n
= h and f(x) = y
and 77(X) = tE s
t and f(x) = y and
t and f(x) = y
t and r e r7(X) = s
rED(-f-l(y) =L
2L
(We bind (h, t) together in these notations since we view them as a description of a
function h(x) df h(x) E t, and also to stress the difference in the roles of t and s.)
It is easy to verify that the following equalities hold for any y E {0, 1}k, s,t E
2n p [y]
2 IHLH ,I
(= 2-")
{0, 1}" and h E HL,n
(by definition)
(by definition)
(Bayes'es theorem)
Pr[Cf(s) = (y, h, t)] = p[y, (h, t) s]
VA E {0, 1}) , p[(h, t), sly] = p[(h, t A), s AIy]
p[y, (h, ) s] p[y] -p[(h,t),sly] - 2"p[y]p[(h, t), sly]
p[s]
Let us denote by P the probability distribution over the triples (y, h, t) which is
induced by the above experiment. Namely, for any (y, h, t) we have P((y, h, t)) def
p[y, (h, t)]. For any fixed string so E {0, 1}n , we bound the statistical difference
between the distributions IICf(so) - PI. We do this in three steps: In the first step
we express this statistical difference as a sum of terms, in the second step we show
how to bound each of the terms in this sum, and in the third step we combine these
bounds to obtain the final result.
Step 1. For any string so E {0, 1}1,
ICf (so) - PI =
(Above, the numbers o
to derive these equalit
(5.4)Z I Pr[Cf(so) = (y, h,t)] - P((y, h,t))
y,h,t
'' -:l I p[y, (h, t)lso] - p[y, (h, t)]
y h,t
(_ E 2n. p[y] -p[(h, t), so ly]  2n" xsY h,tI f
1
~ p[y] 2n p[(h, t), sol] - 22n IHA,n
denote this by q[y,so]
iver the equality-signs represent the equations which were used
ies.)
(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
Step 2. For every two strings y E {0, 1}k, so E {0, 1}", we denote the parenthesized
part in the above expression by q[y, so]. Namely,
q[y, so] d 2n p[(h,t),soly1 
- 22nHK,nh,t I HK,n
Next we show how to bound q[y, so] using the Leftover-lemma. We start by intro-
ducing some more notations. With each h E Hn,L and t E {0, 1}n we identify the
function ht : {0, 1 }L - {0, 1} which is defined as ht(x) 4- h(x) 0 t, and we consider
the family HIL,n d { ht : h E HL,n, t E {0, 1}n }. Since HL,n is a universal family of
hash functions, then so is HfL,.
Using the notations of the Leftover-lemma, we denote the uniform distribution
over the pairs (ht, s) (where ht - HL,, s - {0, 1})n ) by UtL,. Also, for every subset
X C {0, 1 )L we denote by Dx,ftL,L the distribution over (he, s) which is induced by
picking at random ht +- HL,n, X 4- X and setting s = ht(x). In particular, here
we are interested in subsets of the form X = f-l(y) for strings y E {0, 1}k . Notice
that these are perfectly good subsets of {0, 1 }L, so by the Leftover-lemma, for any
y E {0, 1 }k
ID ),,- U , < If(5.5)
We note that by definition, the uniform distribution URL,n assigns a probability of
22 HK, to every pair (, s), and the distribution Df 1 (Y),ALf assigns to (ht, s) a prob-
ability of p[(h,t),sly]. Hence, 1IDf1_(),fL,f - UfLI = p Ip[(h,t), sly] - 2IHK,n"
h,t,s
The right hand side of the last expression is "almost what we need", except that it
includes a summation over s, whereas we need just the partial sum for a single string
so. This is where we use Eq. (5.2). For every string so E {0, 1}", we can change the
order of summation to get
I|Df--,() - UIL. = 11 p[(h,t), sy] - 22nJHK,n (5.6)
i 1
= _ p[(h,t ( A),so AIy]- 222nHKi
AE{o,1}n h,t K,n
(52) y p[(h,t),soIy] - 22n1
AE{O,1},n h,t 22 IHK,nI
= 2" p[(h, t),soy] - 22n HK,n• = q[y
h,t IHKnI
From Eq. (5.5) and (5.6) we conclude that for any y E {0, 1}k and any so E {0, 1}"
q[y, so] •_ () (5.7)
Step 3. We now have all the ingredients needed to prove Lemma 5.1. Combining
Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (5.7) we have for every so E {0, 1}n,
py y (5.7) 2n]
eICf(so) - PI1 p[ylq[y, so] < p[] f (5.8)
(*) 2" f- (y~)I 2n
< ZP[Yf-l()1  L E f-(y)
- 2 n-L 2(n+k-L)/2 = 2-k/2
where the inequality which is marked by (*) holds since the square-root function is
concave. Finally, Eq. (5.8) implies that for any two strings so, si E {0, 1}",
IIC((so) - Cf(Sl)I1 • IICf(so) - Pi + jICf(s1) - PjI < 2- 1+1
which concludes the proof of Lemma 5.1. U
5.2.2 Efficiency of the Scheme
The Commit and De-commit phases of this scheme are non-interactive and the Ini-
tialization can be done in the public-directory model. The local computation in the
scheme amounts to one application of the message-digest function to a string of length
n + 2k and one application of a universal hash function to the same string. If we use
the Toeplitz-matrix construction for universal hashing, then the size of the commit
string is lyl + Ihl + Itl = 2n + 3k. (In fact, in this case we can reduce the size of
the commit string to n + 3k by combining the descriptions of h = (A, b) and t, so
that instead of sending (y, (A, b), t) we send (y, A, be t).) The size of the de-commit
string is lxI = n + 2k.
5.2.3 A Slight Generalization
We note that the only property of the family HL,, which we used above is the smooth-
ness property. It follows that any family of functions with this smoothness property
can be used. In fact, for the above scheme we can do with a much weaker smoothness
property than what is guaranteed by universal hashing family. Using the notations
of the Leftover-lemma, any family which guarantees that for every subset S' we have
IIUF - Ds',FII = O ((is,))Y) for any c > 0 can be used in our scheme.
5.3 A Secure MD-based Construction
The above construction does not satisfy the Secrecy condition of Definition 2, since
the Receiver still learns the size of the secret. Of course, this can trivially be solved
by padding each secret to the maximum length (which is some polynomial Q(k)
for security parameter Ik), but this would have a severe effect on the efficiency of
the scheme. Also, the length of the commit-string in the above scheme is linear in
the length of the secret. (Recall that this is worse than in the scheme commitment
schemes in Chapter 4, where the length of the commit-string is only O(k).) In this
section we describe how to modify this scheme so that it also hides the length of the
secret, and at the same time get an O(k)-bit commit string.
The idea is that to commit to the secret s, the Sender first computes the k-bit
message-digest of s, m = f(s), and then apply the above scheme to the string m.
To de-commit s, the Sender sends both the string s and the de-commit string of the
previous scheme. The Receiver computes m = f(s) and checks that m is the "secret"
in the first scheme. Since we always run the previous scheme on a string of length k,
then the Receiver does not learn anything about the secret s. Also the commit string
To commit to s
1. Compute m =f(s)
2. Apply the simplified
scheme to m
Figure 5-2: A secure MD-based commitment scheme.
is of length k + 3k = O(k), regardless of the length of the secret s. The full scheme,
therefore, is as follows (see Fig. 5-2 for an illustration).
Initialization. On security parameter 1k, the Receiver runs G(1k) (where G is the
generation algorithm for the message-digest scheme), and sends the resulting
function f to the Sender.
Commit Phase. To commit to a secret s E {, 1}*, the Sender first computes m =
f(s) and checks that m is a k-bit string. Then it uniformly picks a string
x +-- {0, 1} (where L = 3k), computes y = f(x) and verifies that lyI = k,
uniformly picks a function h - HL,k and computes t = h(x) ( m. The Sender
sends to the Receiver the commit string (y, h, t).
De-commit Phase. The Sender sends to the Receiver the de-commit string (s, x).
The Receiver verifies that y = f(x) and that f(s) = h(x) e t.
We note that we can save a little in the length of the commit-string (at the price of
adding some local computation), by applying f to the commit string before sending it
to the Receiver. Namely, instead of sending (y, h, t) in the Commit phase, the Sender
can send f(y, h, t) (which is a k-bit string) in the Commit phase and send (y, h, t)
themselves in the De-commit phase. This way, the length of the commit string is only
k (rather than 4k).
Theorem 11 The modified MD-based commitment scheme enjoys unconditional se-
crecy and computational commitment, provided that the algorithms (G, E) which are
used in it constitute a message-digest scheme.
Proof: The Validity condition is obvious. For the Secrecy condition, recall that for
any string s, the induced distribution over the commit strings (using message-digest
function f) is Cf(f(s)) (where Cf(.) is the distribution induced by the construction
in Section 5.2.) By Lemma 5.1 we have for any two strings so, s, E {0, 1} <Q(k),
11C(f/(so))- Cf(f(s1))ll < 2-+1
The Commitment condition follows since for every two different de-commit strings
(s, x), (s', x') which correspond to the same commit string (y, h, t) either x $ x' and
f(x) = f(x') = y, or x = x' in which case s 0 s' and f(s) = f(s') = h(x). In
either case, breaking the Commitment condition requires breaking the message-digest
scheme. U
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